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We develop methods for coding with first-order formulas into the partial order
E of enumerable sets under inclusion. First we use them to reprove and generalize
the (unpublished) result of the first author that the elementary theory of E has the
same computational complexity as the theory of the natural numbers. Relativized
versions of the coding methods show that the p.o. of 70p and 7
0
q sets are not elemen-
tarily equivalent for natural numbers p{q. As a further application, definability of
the class of quasimaximal sets in E is obtained. On the other side, we prove
theorems limiting coding and definability in E, thereby establishing a sharp contrast
between E and other structures occurring in computability theory.  1998 Academic
Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
The notion of a recursively enumerable (in the following called
enumerable) set is fundamental for logic and mathematics. For example,
enumerable sets arise as word problems of finitely generated subgroups of
finitely presented groups and as solution sets for Diophantine equations, as
well as in the study of elementary theories. In the following, we restrict our-
selves to enumerable sets of natural numbers (while any domain of count-
ably many effectively given objects, like formulas in a first-order language
or reduced words in a finitely generated free group, would be acceptable as
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inclusion relation, one obtains the partial order E. Despite of the concep-
tually simple way E was introduced, it is a distributive lattice of great
algebraic complexity. Several interrelated directions in the study of E have
been followed: one is the investigation of automorphisms (initiated in
[So 74]), a further one is the relationship between the behavior of an
enumerable set as an element of E and its computational complexity (see,
e.g., [Ma 66; Ha, So 91]). Here we follow another approach, the approach
of studying definability and coding.
Definability and coding are principal concerns in the study of all struc-
tures arising from computability theory, for instance also for degree struc-
tures like the p.o. (partial order) of r.e. (recursively enumerable) Turing
degrees. In an analysis of a structure by coding methods, typically, first the
uniform coding in a structure A of a sufficiently complex class of structures
(say the class of finite partial orders) is investigated to obtain undecida-
bility of the elementary theory of A. After that, coding of a standard model
of arithmetic is used to determine the complexity of the theory. In many
cases, the result was obtained that the theory has the highest possible
complexity, namely the same as true arithmetic. For instance, in [N 94]
the second author proves the result for the structure of enumerable many
one degrees. To do so, a method is introduced to obtain definability
with parameters in the given structure of sets which have a 70k index set,
by using induction over k. The first author combined the method with
E-specific techniques to obtain the ‘‘Ideal definability lemma’’ (see below),
which is of central importance for the coding results obtained here.
In computability theory, first-order definability without parameters is
studied especially to investigate the relationship between external concepts
(like a reducibility in the context of the p.o. of enumerable sets) and sub-
classes of the structure which can be expressed from within the structure,
without reference to external concepts. A definability result shows that the
external concept is in fact unnecessary to determine the property of
enumerable sets in question. Examples of such results are the definability of
the class of m-complete sets in E, proved by L. Harrington (see [So 87])
and a recent result of Nies, Shore, and Slaman which implies that the class
Low2 and many similar classes are definable in the p.o. of enumerable
Turing-degrees [N, S, Sl ta].
We now describe the coding methods used in some detail. Uniform coding
of a class C of structures for a finite relational language in a structure A
relies on a scheme (decoding key) of formulas with parameters: a formula
.U (x ; p ) to define the universe of a structure in C, and formulas
.R(x1 , ..., xn ; p ) for each n-ary relation symbol R of L (including equality)
such that for each structure in C, an isomorphic copy is defined on
[x : A<.U (x ; c )] within A for an appropriate parameter list c . The
standard indirect method to prove undecidability of Th(A) proceeds by
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uniformly coding a class C such that Th(C) is hereditarily undecidable. For
degree structures, both the class C used and the coding scheme was fairly
simple (in terms of the complexity of the formulas used). For instance, to
show that the theory of the structure of r.e. m-degrees is undecidable one
can use the class of finite distributive lattices (viewed as p.o.); each such
lattice is isomorphic to an initial interval [0, a] of the r.e. m-degrees.
However, in both known proofs of undecidability for Th(E), C was the
same complicated class containing infinite structures, namely the class of
recursive Boolean pairs. (Since a standard model of arithmetic can be
coded in an appropriate recursive Boolean pair by extending methods in
[Bu, McK 81], this already gives a rather indirect way to code a standard
model of arithmetic in E.) Here we introduce a more direct coding of a
standard model of arithmetic. We make use of a main technical result due
to the first author. For an r.e. set A let B(A) be the Boolean algebra of
components of r.e. splittings of A, and let R(A) be the ideal of B(A) con-
sisting of the recursive subsets of A. An ideal I of B(A) is called k-accept-
able if R(A)I and [e : We # I] is 70k . Harrington’s ideal definability
lemma states that, given odd k3, each k-acceptable ideal of B(A) can be
defined with parameters in a uniform way. Using the same framework as
in [N 94], the result is proved by induction, here over odd k3. Our
direct coding of a standard model of arithmetic allows a substantial sim-
plification of the first author’s proof that true arithmetic can be interpreted
in Th(E). As in many proofs of the similar result for other structures, one
obtains a class of uniformly coded standard models of arithmetic which can
be recognized by a first-order condition on their codes, the parameters.
Beyond determining the complexity of the elementary theory of E, the
methods can be used for definability results and for obtaining elementary
differences between relativized versions of E. E. Herrmann (personal com-
munication) asked if, for 0<p<q, the relativization of E to <( p&1) (i.e.,
the 70p -sets) and to <
(q&1) are elementarily equivalent. Evidence for an
affirmative answer came from the fact that constructions of r.e. sets which
show that E possesses certain first-order properties (like the construction of
a maximal set in [Fr 58]) relativize and therefore show that EZ has the
same property for each Z|.
However, we answer Herrmann’s question negatively. An elementary dif-
ference between the p.o. of 70p - and 7
0
q-sets (0<p<q) is obtained by con-
sidering the ‘‘coding power’’ of a certain scheme of formula in the structure,
which increases with the complexity of the oracle E is relativized to. We use
two facts:
(a) the proof that there is an interpretation of true arithmetic
relativizes to EZ; in particular, also in EZ there is a first-order recognizable
class of coded standard models of arithmetic.
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(b) the proof of the ideal definability lemma is strict, namely for odd
k3 one obtains a formula defining precisely the k-acceptable ideals of
B(A) as the parameters vary. With the obvious relativization of the notion
of k-acceptability to Z| (requiring that [e : W Ze # I] is 7
0
k(Z)) a similar
result holds for EZ.
Fix a 70q+c -set S which is not 7
0
p+c , for some sufficiently large c. We obtain
the elementary difference by expressing that some formula obtained from
the ideal definability lemma codes S, viewed as a subset of a member of our
class of coded standard models of arithmetic. This holds in the 70q -sets but
not in the 70p -sets since, by strictness of the ideal definability lemma, in this
case S would be 70p+c . In [N 96], the second author develops the method
applied above for separating relativizations in more generality. In that
paper, the result is re-obtained as an application of the ‘‘separation
theorem.’’ It can also be read as a survey-form introduction into coding in
various structures arising from recursion theory, including E. Moreover, in
[N ta2], the second author proves an ideal definability lemma for certain
ideal lattices of enumerable Boolean algebras and uses this to prove that
the theory of arbitrary intervals of E which are not Boolean algebras inter-
prets true arithmetic.
Recall that L*(A) is the lattice of r.e. supersets of A modulo finite dif-
ferences and that A is called quasimaximal if L*(A) is finite or, equiv-
alently, if A is the intersection of finitely many maximal sets. In [So 87] it
is asked if the class of quasimaximal sets is definable in E. We answer this
question affirmatively. One way is to analyze our coding of standard
models of arithmetic. Alternatively, the definability of quasimaximality and
further classes of hh-simple sets can be obtained from the ideal definability
lemma and certain isomorphism properties of Boolean algebras which are
coded in E with parameters (Theorem 4.3).
In the last section we investigate the limits of definability and coding in E.
We show that no infinite linear order can be coded (without parameters)
even in the most general way, namely on equivalence classes of n-tuples. An
example of a coding of that kind is the coding of Q in Z, where a rational
is represented by an equivalence class of ordered pairs (fractions). The
proof makes use of the fact that for each partition of | into three infinite
recursive sets R, S, T there is a canonical isomorphism E  E3 given by
X  (X & R, X & S, X & T ), combined with a model theoretic result due to
Feferman and Vaught [FV 59] that a first-order property of a tuple in a
model of the form An can be expressed as a certain Boolean combination
of first-order properties of the components. First we prove a noncoding
theorem in the context of uniform first-order definability with parameters,
which can be considered as a weak form of the model-theoretic notion of
stability for E: there is no uniform way to define, even with parameters, a
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linear order on arbitrarily large classes [R1 , ..., Rk] of pairwise disjoint
recursive sets. This implies that no linear order can be defined in a first-
order way on the atoms of L*(A), if L*(A) is a Boolean algebra with
infinitely many atoms.
Hodges and the second author [Ho, N ta] have recently shown that the
noncodability of infinite linear orders holds in fact for any structure of the
form A_A. However, the proof given here contains interesting insights
into further self-similarly properties of E and also provides an effective
upper bound on the cardinality of a l.o. (linear order) which can be coded
by a given formula.
Recall that E* is the p.o. of r.e. sets modulo finite differences. Both E and
E* are distributive lattices (however, for definability and coding concerns,
it does not matter which language is used, unless one is interested in low-
level fragments of the theory). We state our results for E instead of E*
mostly for notational convenience: from the methods in [La 68] one can
derive that, if CEn is closed under finite variants, then
C definable in E  C=* definable in E*,
and similarly for definability with parameters. Now our coding and
definability results do not refer to membership of particular elements. So
one can easily transfer all the results to E*, e.g. to prove that [A*:
L*(A) finite] is definable in E* or that the 702 -sets modulo finite variants
are not elementarily equivalent to E*.
Note that a structure A can be coded in (|, +, _) iff there is an onto
map e : |  A such that the preimages of the relations and functions of A
are arithmetical. For instance, if A is E*, let e(i)=W*i . Each relation on A
which is definable must be invariant under automorphism of A and have
an arithmetical preimage under e. The questions arises of a ‘‘maximum
definability property’’ holds, namely if these two properties actually charac-
terize the definable relations. The question has been answered affirmatively
for the structure of 202 T-degrees [Sl, W ta]. For E*, S. Lempp [Lem 87]
shows that some natural property of elements of E* is invariant but not
definable, but this property does not correspond to an arithmetical index
set. Selivanov [Se 89] gives a counterexample for E which, however, is not
invariant under finite differences.
Let n(A)=k if L*(A) is a Boolean algebra with k atoms and n(A)=&1
else. From the noncoding result for linear orders it follows that [(A*, B*) :
n(A)<n(B)] is a counterexample to the maximum definability property. In
[N ta1] the second author gives a counterexample which is a subclass of
E*. As further nondefinability results, we show that ‘‘X* automorphic to
Y*’’ and ‘‘L*(X )$L*(Y )’’ cannot be defined in E*. There are natural
recursion theoretic structures where ‘‘x automorphic to y’’ can be defined,
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for instance, by a result of Slaman and Woodin, the p.o. of 202 Turing
degrees.
We now review our notation: capital letters A, B, C, X, Y range over r.e.
sets, letters R, S, T over recursive sets. Let XC&A  (_Y) [X & Y=< 7
X _ Y=A], B(A)=[X : XC&A], and R(A)=[R : RC&A]. An ideal I
of B(A) is k-acceptable if R(A)I and [e : We # I] is 70k . If we say ‘‘I is
acceptable’’ we mean that I is k-acceptable, where k is a fixed number
which depends only on the context in which I is defined (e.g., on formulas
in some coding scheme or on arithmetical constructions).
Given an r.e. set A define a 203-enumeration (Ue)e # | of B(A) as follows:
if e=(i, j) , Wi & Wj=< and Wi _ Wj=A let Ue=Wi and write U e for
Wj . Else let Ue=< and U e=A.
An interpretation of a theory T1 in a theory T2 is a manyone reduction
of T1 to T2 via a map which is defined on sentences in the language of T1
in some natural way.
2. TOOLS FOR CODING IN E
2.1. Ideal Definability Lemma (Harrington). For each n1 there is a
formula with parameters .n(X ; A, C ) ( |C |=n) such that, if A is nonrecur-
sive, for varying C , [X : E<.n(X ; A, C )] ranges precisely over the class of
ideals I of B(A) which contain R(A) and have a 702n+1 index set (i.e., the
(2n+1)-acceptable ideals).
Proof. The formulas .n are defined by induction over n, thereby reduc-
ing the problem of defining an (2n+3)-acceptable ideal to the problem to
define an (2n+1)-acceptable one. Here we verify that each class
[X : E<.n(X ; A, C )] is an ideal of the described sort. In the Appendix, we
complete Harrington’s proof by showing that, conversely, each ideal of
B(A) of the described kind can be defined with appropriate parameters.
For n=1, let
.1(X ; A, C)#XC&A 7 (_RA)[AC _ R].
Clearly, for each C, an ideal of B(A) containing R(A) is defined via .1 .
Moreover, because ‘‘XC&A’’ and ‘‘R recursive’’ is 703 on indices of r.e. sets
and ‘‘XC _ R’’ if 6 02 , such an ideal must have 7
0
3 index set.
For the inductive step, if C =(C0 , ..., Cn&1), let
.n+1(X ; A, C , Cn)
#XC&A 7 (_RA)(\SA&R) .n(X & S & Cn ; Cn , C ). (1)
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(Recall that the variables R, S range over recursive sets.) First, if XC&A is
recursive, then (1) holds via R=X. Second, the class of X satisfying .n is
downward closed, and if X, Y satisfy .n+1 via RX and RY , respectively,
then X _ Y satisfies .n+1 via RX _ RY , by inductive hypothesis on .n .
Finally, to see that .n+1 defines only 702n+3 -ideals, we write (1) more
explicitly (for the moment, R, S range over arbitrary sets):
(_RA)(_R )[R & R =< 7 R _ R =|
7 (\SA & R )[S nonrecursive (63)
6 .n(X & S & Cn , Cn , C )(702n+1)]].
Because n1, this shows that the corresponding index set is 702n+3. K
Harrington’s result, as well as this argument, relativize to any oracle Z.
Hence, in EZ, .n defines precisely those ideals IdB(A) containing R(A)
such that [i : W Zi # I] is 7
0
2n+1(Z).
Our goal for the rest of this section is to introduce a coding configuration,
i.e. a framework for coding all arithmetical relational structures in E. The
coding configuration will consists of an r.e. set A and an acceptable ideal
I of B(A) such that B(A)I possesses infinitely many atoms Pk I (k # |).
The atom PkI is thought to represent the number k. We show that for any
A such that L*(A) is a Boolean algebra with infinitely many atoms and
for an appropriate choice of I the atoms of L*(A) can be used to represent
pairs of atoms of B(A)I. Note that an atom of L*(A) has the form M _ A
for some recursive M which is unique modulo R(A). It is possible to code
an edge relation on the atoms of B(A)I by considering intersections
M & Pk . More precisely, it is shown that for fixed p, each 70p -relation on
[PkI : k # |] can be uniformly defined with parameters. The relations are
encoded by further acceptable ideals of B(A).
From now on, fix an (otherwise arbitrary) r.e. set A such that L*(A) is
a Boolean algebra with infinitely many atoms. Let M0 be the class of recur-
sive sets M such that (A _ M)* is an atom of L*(A). For M, N # M0 write
MtN if A _ M=* A _ N.
We will show that for each such A a coding configuration of the desired
kind exists. For a better understanding, first we consider a simplified
version of the coding configuration, at the cost of obtaining coding of a
given arithmetical structure only in the structure in E with an additional
unary predicate. Obtain a u.r.e. partition (Pk)k # | of A by modifying the
proof of the Friedberg splitting theorem in [So 87] so that a splitting of
A into infinitely many sets is produced. In this simplified version, the
number k # | is represented by Pk . By the argument in [So 87], for each
r.e. W and each k,
W&A non-r.e. O W&Pk non-r.e.
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In particular, M&Pk is non-r.e. for each M # M0 , and, hence, M & Pk is
not recursive. In our approximation, we use a unary predicate symbol for
the subclass [Pk : k # |] in the coding. This subclass coincides with the
universe of the structure to be coded.
In an arithmetical way, for each pair Pi , Pj fix Mi, j # M0 (representing
this pair) in a way that different pairs are represented by sets in M0 which
are different modulo t. Given an arithmetical binary relation E, we define
a copy of E on [Pk : k # |] using two acceptable ideals J0 , J1 . Let J0 [J1]
be the ideal generated by R(A), all sets M & Pk such that M is not equiv-
alent to some Mi, j modulo t , and the sets Mi, j & Pk such that either
cEij, or Eij but k{i [k{ j]. Then one can receiver E from J0 , J1 because
Eij  (_M # M0)[M & Pi  J0 7 M & Pj  J1]. (2)
This can be verified using the facts that M & Pk  R(A) for each m, k, and,
for M, N # M0 , either M & Pk , N & Pk are disjoint on the complement of
set in R(A) or they are equal.
Now, with an additional unary predicate for [Pk : k # |], a copy of E on
this set can be defined with parameters by (2), since M0 , J0 , and J1 are
definable with parameters.
As already mentioned, in the full coding configuration, a number k is not
represented by Pk but by an equivalence class Pk I in some quotient
algebra B(A)I, I an acceptable ideal. To ensure that the set of objects
representing numbers is a definable set modulo the definable equivalence
relation on elements of B(A) given by I, we construct I in a way that
(PkI )k # | enumerates the atoms of B(A)I (without repetition). By impos-
ing further conditions on I, the ability to code arithmetical relations on the
objects representing numbers can be maintained.
To ensure that the atoms of B(A)I are precisely the elements PkI, we
build a sequence of uniformly p-acceptable maximal ideals Ik of B(Pk) ( p
some fixed number) and let
I=[U/A : (\k)[U & Pk # Ik]]. (3)
Note that I is arithmetical and contains the ideal of B(A) generated by all
the ideals Ik .
To encode an arithmetical binary (say) relation E on [Pk I : k # |], we
must turn the right-hand side in (2) into a coding formula (P, Q ; D ) on
[P : PI atom in B(A)I], which only depends on equivalence classes
modulo I, so that the corresponding relation on equivalence classes PkI
is a copy of E. Suppose that, instead of the sets Mi, j , there is a sequence
of sets M=Mi, j, X, Y # M0 (i, j # |, X, Y # I ) which are pairwise distinct
modulo t so that M & Pi&X and M & Pj&Y are nonrecursive. Define J0 ,
J1 as before with Mi, j, X, Y , instead of Mi, j . Let the desired coding formula
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(P, Q ; D ) be obtained by expressing in the language of E with a list of
parameters D that
(\X, Y # I )(_M # M0)[M & P&X  J0 7 M & Q&Y  J1].
Then it can be shown (using particular properties of I ) that, for any i, j and
any P, Q such that PI=Pi I and QI=PjI,
Eij  E<(P, Q ; D ).
We now formally introduce and prove the existence of coding configura-
tions.
2.2. Lemma. Suppose A is an r.e. set such that L*(A) is a Boolean
algebra with infinitely many atoms. Let M0 be the class of recursive sets M
such that (A _ M)* is an atom in L*(A). Then there exist
(a) a p-acceptable ( for some fixed p) ideal I of B(A) and a u.r.e.
sequence (Pk)k # | of pairwise disjoint sets in B(A) such that all PkI are
atoms in B(A)I and each atom in B(A)I is represented by precisely one Pk
(b) sets Mi, j, X, Y # M0 (i, j # |, X, Y # I ) which can be obtained recur-
sively in some oracle <(c) from i, j and indices for X, Y and are pairwise dis-
tinct modulo t such that
Mi, j, X, Y & Pi&X, Mi, j, X, Y & Pj&Y
are nonrecursive.
We call A, (Pk)k # | , I, (Mi, j, X, Y) i, j # |, X, Y # I a coding configuration (based
on A).
Proof. The sequence (Pk) can be chosen to be any u.r.e. partition of A
obtained by proving a version of the Friedberg splitting theorem for a split-
ting into infinitely many sets. We modify the proof in [So 87] of that
theorem in the desired way. By the argument in [So 87] for each r.e. W
and each k, W&A non-r.e. O W&Pk non-r.e. In particular, M&Pk is not
r.e. for each M # M0 .
The ideal I is determined from a sequence (Ik) of uniformly p-acceptable
maximal ideals of B(Pk) by (3). In general, if P is r.e. nonrecursive, an
acceptable maximal ideal J of B(P) can be constructed as follows. Let
(Ue)e # | be a 203-listing of B(P) as described at the end of Section 1. One
builds an ascending sequence (Xk)k # | of elements of B(P) which generate
J, ensuring that
(\e)[Ue # J 6 U e # J]
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(to make J maximal) and
(\k)[P&Xk nonrecursive]
(to ensure J{B(P)). The process of defining the (Xk) must be recursive in
some <(c). Let X0=<. Inductively, for k>0, one has to make a decision,
recursively in <(c), if
Xn=Xn&1 _ Un or Xn=Xn&1 _ U n . (4)
If one of these sets has a recursive complement R in P, one has to take the
other (i.e., R is added to Xn&1). If both are nonrecursive, one can decide
either way. In particular, if U n is recursive, then the first set has the recursive
complement X n&1 & U n so U n # J. This shows R(P)J, so I is acceptable.
To meet (b), simultaneously with the ideals Ik , one builds a descending
sequence (Mr)r1 of uniformly arithmetical subclasses of M0 such that
Mr t is infinite for each r and
(\k)(\X # I )(_r)(\M # Mr)[M & Pk&X nonrecursive]. (5)
The decision (4) is made in a way to ensure that Mr t is infinite (see
below). If (5) holds, then, to define the sequence Mi, j, X, Y in (b), we work
by induction on codes for quadruples consisting of i, j and (indices for) X,
Y. Given such a quadruple, in an arithmetical way determine r such that
Mr satisfies (5) for both i, X and j, Y (this is possible since the classes Mp
form a descending chain). Since Mr t is infinite, one can determine a set
Mi, j, X, Y # Mr which is distinct under t from the previously chosen sets.
Let (U kn) be a 2
0
3 double sequence such that for each k, (U
k
n)n # | is a
listing of B(Pk). We define generating sequences (X kn)n # | for Ik and the
descending sequence (Mr) in a way that, if r=(k, n) , then
(\M # M(k, n))[(M&Pk) _ X kn non-r.e.]. (6)
This will suffice to meet (5). Let X 00=< and M(0, 0)=M0 . Then (6) holds
for M(0, 0) by the definition of M0 . In step r=(k, n) >0 of the construc-
tion, we do the following:
 If n=0, we let X k0=< and Mp=Mp&1. Then (6) holds for k, n.











By (6) for k, n&1, for each M # Mr&1 (M(k, n&1)), (M&Pk) _ X kn&1 _ U
k
n
or (M&Pk) _ (X kn&1 _ U
k
n) is non-r.e. The question which set is non-r.e.




n if the first case applies for
infinitely many M # Mp&1 (modulo t ), and X kn=X kn&1 _ U kn else. More-
over, we let Mr be the class of sets M in Mr&1 such that (M&Pk) _ X kn is
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non-r.e. Note that, if (say) X kn&1 _ U
k
n has a recursive complement R in Pk ,
then (M&Pk) _ (X kn&1 _ U
k
n)=M & (|&R) is r.e. for each M # M0 , so we




n , as required in the general procedure
described above. Thus Ik is a maximal ideal of B(Pk) containing R(Pk).
Moreover, the index set of Ik is arithmetical, as the decision above can be
carried out recursively in some <(c), c # |.
Now let I=[UC&A : (\k)(U & Pk # Ik]]. We verify (a). Since the ideals
Ik are uniformly p-acceptable in B(Pk) for some fixed p and R(A)I, I is
an acceptable ideal in B(A). Moreover, I & B(Pk)=Ik & B(Pk) for each k.
Since |B(Pk)Ik |=2, this implies that Pk I is an atom in B(A)I. If
U # B(A)&I, then, for some k, Pk & U  Ik . So Pk&U # I by the maxi-
mality of Ik in B(Pk); i.e., PkIUI. This implies that each atom in
B(A)I is of the form PkI.
Finally we verify that the property (6) we ensured in the construction
implies (5). Let X # I and k # | be arbitrary, and let n be a number such
that X & Pk X kn . Let r=(k, n) , and assume for a contradiction that for
M # Mr , M & Pk&X is recursive. Then R=M & Pk&X kn , as an element of
B(Pk) contained in a recursive set, is also recursive. Since (M&Pk) _ X kn=
(M & R ) _ X kn this contradicts (6). K
2.3. Coding Lemma. Fix a coding configuration and let p0 and n1.
Then, for each 70p-relation E|
n, the canonical copy of E on the set
[PkI : k # |] can be defined from parameters in a uniform way.
Proof. For notational convenience, assume that n=2. As explained
above, we need to give a formula with parameters (P, Q ; D ) such that for
any binary 70p relation E a list of parameters D exists with the property
that for atoms PI, QI of B(A)I,
E<(P, Q ; D )  (_i, j)[Eij 7 Pi I=PI 7 PjI=QI]. (7)
Let J0 be the ideal of B(A) generated by R(A), the classes
[M & Pk : M # M0 7 (\i, j, X, Y )(cMtMi, j, X, Y)]
and
[Mi, j, X, Y & Pk : cEij 6 (Eij 7 k{i)].
Define an ideal J1 of B(A) in a similar way, but replacing the third
generating class by
[Mi, j, X, Y & Pk : cEij 6 (Eij 7 k{ j)].
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We claim that the first-order formula (P, Q ; D ) expressing the following
satisfies (7):
(\X, Y # I )(_M)[M # M0
7 M & P&X  J0 7 M & Q&Y  J1]. (8)
(Note that the matrix of (8) only depends on M modulo t.) To show (7),
suppose that PI and QI are atoms. Choose i, j such that PI=Pi I and
QI=PjI. First suppose that Eij holds. We show E<(P, Q, D ). Given
X, Y # I, let
X =X _ (Pi&P), Y =Y _ (Pj&Q),
and let
M=Mi, j, X , Y .
We claim that (P, Q ; D ) holds via M. Assume for a contradiction that,
say, (M & P)&X # J0 . Since (M & Pi)&X =M & (Pi &P)&X(M & P)&X,
(M & Pi)&X # J0 . Because Eij holds, this means that (M & Pi)&X is con-
tained in the union of a recursive subset of A and a finite union of sets of
the form M$ & Pi $ , M$ # M0 , i ${i, or M$t% M. Because the (Pk) are
pairwise disjoint and M$ & M # R(A) for M$t% M, (M & Pi)&X is con-
tained in a recursive subset of A and, hence, as an element of B(A), is
recursive itself. This contradicts the choice of M by (5).
Now suppose that cEij. We claim that X=P&Pi and Y=Q&Pj form
a counterexample to (P, Q ; D ). As cEij, a given M # M0 satisfies M &
Pi # J0 or M & Pj # J1 , say the first. Then, since M & P(M & (P&Pi)) _
(M & Pi), M & P&XM & Pi # J0 . K
Since the ideal definability lemma relativizes to any p.o. EZ, the previous
coding results also relativize. In the relativized versions, the notions ‘‘u.r.e.,’’
‘‘recursive,’’ ‘‘<(c),’’ and ‘‘70c ’’ have to be replaced by ‘‘u.r.e. in Z,’’ ‘‘recur-
sive in Z,’’ ‘‘Z(c),’’ and ‘‘70c(Z),’’ respectively.
3. THE THEORIES OF RELATIVIZED VERSIONS OF E
We use the results in Section 2 to reprove Harrington’s result that true
arithmetic can be interpreted in Th(E) (assuming the ideal definability
lemma). More generally, we prove that, if Z is implicitly definable in
arithmetic, then Th(|, +, _, Z) can be interpreted in Th(EZ). Since an
interpretation in the other direction exists as well, the two theories have the
same m-degree. Here Z is called implicitly definable in arithmetic if there
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is a formula Z in the language L(+, _) extended by a unary predicate R
such that for each X|
(|, +, _)<Z(X)  X=Z. (9)
Note that a set which is implicitly definable in arithmetic is hyperarith-
metical and that implicit definability of Z only depends on the arithmetical
degree of Z. Hence each Z which is in the same arithmetical degree as some
<(:), : a recursive ordinal, is implicitly definable in arithmetic. However,
‘‘most’’ hyperarithmetical sets are not implicitly definable in arithmetic,
since both arithmetically generic sets and arithmetically random sets Z can-
not be implicitly definable (see [N 96]).
We exploit the coding power of a specific collection of formulas in EZ to
show that for some fixed c # |, if Z is implicitly definable in arithmetic and
Z(c){W (c), then EZ is not elementarily equivalent to EW. (In [S 81],
similar questions were considered for relativizations of the structure of 202
Turing degrees.) In particular, if Z=<(:), W=<(;), ;<: recursive
ordinals, then EZEW. For finite :, ;, this gives a negative answer to the
question of E. Herrmann mentioned in Section 1. As a further application,
if Z is sufficiently complex, namely Z  Lowc , then EZ is not elementarily
equivalent to E. This includes the case that Z is arithmetically generic. We
note that for all arithmetically generic Z the relativization EZ has the same
theory. Similar remarks apply to arithmetically random sets.
We begin with the relevant framework, describing how the coding results
in the previous section determine a scheme of formulas such that, with
appropriate parameters, a standard model of arithmetic is coded. Note that
some of the conditions required for a coding configuration cannot be
expressed in first-order logic, so we have to be more general in our
framework. Let A be an r.e. nonrecursive set and I be a p-acceptable ideal,
where p is as in (a) of Lemma 2.2. We think of I as being defined by the
appropriate formula determined in the ideal definability lemma from
parameters in a list P including A. Then the formula .U (X ; P ) defining the
universe of the structure to be coded is a formula expressing
‘‘XI is an atom in B(A)I,’’
and equality of the structure is defined in E by a formula .t(X, Y ; P )
expressing ‘‘XI=YI ’’ (X, Y # B(A)). Finally, from the coding lemma
for ternary recursive relations, we obtain formulas .+(X, Y, Z ; P ) and
._(X, Y, Z ; P ) intended to code the arithmetical operations on atoms PI.
We assume that P includes all the parameters needed. Lemma 2.2 and the
coding lemma 2.3 show that for some special list P a standard model of
arithmetic is coded.
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To give an interpretation of true arithmetic in Th(E), it now suffices to
give a first-order condition on P which is shared by such a special list and
always implies that the model coded is standard. As an aid, we first require
the following ‘‘correctness conditions’’ (which can be formulated as first-
order conditions on the parameters):
 .+ and ._ determine binary total functions on [XI : .U (X ; P ].
 The structure for L(+, _) coded by P satisfies a sufficiently large
fragment PA& of Peano arithmetic which implies that the structure has an
initial segment isomorphic to |.
We use variables M, M0 , ... to denote structures for L(+, _) coded in E
which satisfy the correctness conditions. If we need to refer to the list of
parameters P involved explicitly, we write M(P ). Moreover, if i # |, we
write iM for the standard number i in M. The variables P, Q range over
[X : XI atom in B(A)I]. By the relativizability of the results in Section 2,
the same scheme works in EZ. We make some observations which will
enable us to interpret true arithmetic in Th(EZ) for each Z and
Th(|, +, _, Z) in Th(EZ) if Z is implicitly definable in arithmetic.
If .(X ; P ) is a 70k formula with parameters in the language of
E, then for each Z, the index set with respect to the indexing
of EZ, (W Ze )e # | , of the relation defined by . with a fixed
parameter list is recursive in Z(k+2). (10)
For some fixed number h (which does not depend on Z) for
each M there is gT Z(h) such that (\i)[(W Zg(i))I=i
M]. (11)
Proof. (10) is immediate since ‘‘W Zi W
Z
j ’’ is recursive in Z
(2). For
(11), suppose that M=M(P ). Let .S(X, Y ; P ) be a formula defining the
successor function in (any) M(P ). By (10), the corresponding binary rela-
tion on indices is recursive in Z(h) for some fixed number h, so there is a
partial ‘‘choice’’ map f which can be computed with the oracle Z(h) such
that, in EZ,
.S(W Zi , W
Z




f (i) ; P ).
Fix i0 such that W Zi0 I=0
M. Then, by iterating f with i0 as an initial value,
obtain g as desired. The fact (11) immediately implies
For each M, [e : W Ze I is a standard number of M] is
70p(Z) for some fixed p. K (12)
3.1. Theorem. If Z is implicitly definable in arithmetic, then there are
interpretations of theories which show Th(EZ)#m Th(|, +, _, Z).
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Proof. Clearly, Th(EZ) can be interpreted in Th(|, +, _, Z). For the
other direction, we first give another proof on Harrington’s result that the
theorem holds with Z=<. Suppose M is given and SM. Since atoms of
a Boolean algebra (here, B(A)I ) are independent (i.e., no atom is below
a finite supremum of other atoms), if IS is the ideal of B(A) generated by
[P : PI # S] _ I, then ‘‘IS & M=S ’’; i.e., for each P,
PI # S  P # IS . (13)
(Forming the ‘‘intersection’’ J & M above makes sense for any ideal J
which contains I.) Moreover, if [e : WeI # S] is 70k , then for sufficiently
large k, IS has 70k index set and, hence, is k-acceptable. Thus we can use
the ideal definability lemma to quantify over a class of subsets of M which
contains the 70k subsets. By (12), the standard part of M is such a set for
appropriate k. Therefore the following holds iff M is standard, and can be
expressed as a first-order condition on the list of parameters coding M:
each subset S of M such that IS is k-acceptable which is closed
under successor and contains 0M equals M.
This gives an interpretation of true arithmetic in Th(E). By relativiza-
tion, for each Z, in the same way we can express if M coded in EZ is
standard, so we also obtain an interpretation in Th(EZ).
Now suppose Z is implicitly definable in arithmetic. To interpret
Th(N, +, _, Z) in Th(EZ) we need an extended scheme which enables us
to encode structures (M, Z ), where M is a standard model of arithmetic
and Z is Z, viewed as a subset of M. Let Z be a formula describing Z as
in (9). Given M as above, let IZ be the ideal of B(A) generated by I and
[P : PI # Z ]. Then, using the map g from (11), IZ equals the ideal
generated by [W Zg(n) : n # Z] _ I. Since gT Z
(h) for some h, IZ is p-accept-
able (in EZ) for some p.
In the extended scheme, expand the list of parameters by parameters
defining a p-acceptable ideal J of B(A). Require as a correctness condition
on the scheme that IJ. From J, define a subset S of M by
PI # X  P # J
(the intended meaning is S=Z ). Suppose M is standard. By the inde-
pendence argument in (13), PI # Z  P # IZ . The interpretation of
Th(|, +, _, Z) is now given by (|, +, _, Z)<.  for some (M, X )
defined by the extended scheme, M is standard, X (as a subset of M)
satisfies the description of S and (M, X)<. (this can expressed in first-
order logic). K
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3.2. Theorem. There exists a number c # | such that, if Z(c)T W (c)
and Z or W is implicitly definable in arithmetic, then EZEW.
3.3. Corollary. If : is a recursive ordinal and ;<:, then E<(:)E<(;).
Proof of the theorem. Let q be a number such that for each M coded
in EX the associated ideal I is q-acceptable and, by (11), there exists a map
gTX (q) such that
(\n)[W Xg(n) I=n
M].
Fix M coded in EX. We first make the following observation. Let p>q,
S|, and let IS be the ideal of B(A) generated by [W kg(n) : n # S] _ I.
Then
S is 70p(X)  [e : W
X
e # Is] is 7
0
p(X ). (14)
For the direction from left to right, note that
W Xe # IS  (_F/0 finite)(_e0)





It is easy to check that this can be expressed as a 70p(X ) property of e. For
the other direction, if IS has a 70p(X ) index set, then, because
n # S  W Xg(n) # IS
 (_e)[ g(n)=e 7 W Xe # Is]
and q<p, S is 70p(X ). This proves (14).
Now let c>q be even and let p=c+1. Assume Z(c)  T W (c). Then, if
S=Z( p), S # 70p(Z)&7
0
p(W ). Let .(Y ; A, C ) be the formula obtained from
the ideal definability lemma to define uniformly in EX for a set A which is
r.e., but not recursive in X all p-acceptable ideals of B(A).
First, suppose that Z is implicitly definable in arithmetic via the descrip-
tion Z . Then the following is true in EZ, but not in EW.
There is a structure (M, Y ), coded by the extended scheme, such that M
is standard, (M, Y)<Z(Y ) and for some list C the intersection of M and
the ideal coded by A, C equals Y ( p); i.e.,
(\P)[(M, Y )<PI # Y ( p)  .(P ; A, C )]. (15)
The statement holds in EZ via any standard M and Y=Z (i.e., Z viewed
as a subset of M) for in this case IZ( p) is p-acceptable. In EW, either in no
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structure (M, Y ) defined by the extended scheme does Z(Y) hold, or,
if (M, Y ) is such a structure, then (15) fails. For in EW [P # B(A) :
.(P; A, C )] is an ideal with 70p(W) index set by the strictness of the ideal
definability lemma. So by (14), Z( p) # 70p(W ), a contradiction.
Now suppose W is implicitly definable. The case that W (c)  T Z (c) is
already covered above. Otherwise there is an index e such that [e]Z(c)=W.
Then the following is true in EZ, but not in EW:
There is a coded standard model M and a list C coding an ideal
of B(A) which contains I such that if U is the intersection of M
and the ideal coded, then for some index e # M, [e]U satisfies
the description of W and U is not in 70p([e]
U).
This statement holds in EZ via the ideal IZ(p) , but fails in EW, again by
the strictness of the ideal definability lemma. K
4. DEFINABILITY OF CLASSES OF
HYPERHYPERSIMPLE SETS IN E
We give two different ways to define quasimaximality. In the first, the
first-order definition is obtained as follows: A is quasimaximal iff L*(A) is
an atomic Boolean algebra, but it is not possible to code a successor model
using the formulas arising from the above coding configuration. To verify
this, it is shown that a coding of a successor model would require the exist-
ence of infinitely many atoms in L*(A). Here a successor model is a struc-
ture with a binary relation E which is a 11, but not onto, map from the
universe of the structure into itself. Clearly the universe of such a structure
must be infinite. Let p be a number such that in Lemma 2.2, I is p-accept-
able and, if J0 , J1 code a recursive binary relation as in the coding lemma
2.3, the ideals J0 , J1 are p-acceptable. Since A is quasimaximal iff L*(A)
is a finite Boolean algebra, it suffices to prove the following.
4.1. Lemma. Suppose L*(A) is an atomic Boolean algebra. Then A is
not quasimaximal iff
there is a p-acceptable ideal I of B(A) and there are p-ac-
ceptable ideals J0 , J1 of B(A) such that J0 , J1 code a suc-
cessor model on the atoms of B(A)I via (8). (16)
4.2. Theorem. The class of quasimaximal sets is definable in E.
Proof. Clearly we can express in first-order logic that L*(A) is an
atomic Boolean algebra. Furthermore, we can express (16) by the ideal
definability lemma. K
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Proof of Lemma 4.1. If A is not quasimaximal then L*(A) possesses
infinitely many atoms, so by Lemma 2.2 there is a coding configuration
based on A. Then the successor model where Pk+1 I is the successor of
PkI can be coded by p-acceptable ideals of B(A).
Now suppose for a contradiction A is quasimaximal, but (16) is satisfied
via I, J0 , and J1 . Choose recursive sets M0 , ..., Mr&1 such that each atom
in L*(A) is of the form (A _ Mi)* for some i. Moreover, choose a
sequence of representatives QkC&A such that for each k # |, Qk I is the
standard element in the coded successor model corresponding to k (here
first we fix some ‘‘zero’’ element Q0I which is not in the range of the map
coded by J0 , J1 on the atoms of B(A)I ). By (8) for each u, v # |, u+1=v
iff
(\X, Y # I )(_i<r)
[Mi & Qu&X  J0 7 Mi & Qv&Y  J1]. (17)
We claim that one can exchange the quantifiers in the expression above in
case u+1=v. Fix a generating sequence (Xk) for I such that Xk Xk+1 for
each k. Since (17) is closed downwards in X and Y, it suffices to require
(17) for each k and X=Y=Xk . For each u there is i(u)<r such that for
infinitely many k, Mi(u) & Pu&Xk  J0 and Mi(u) & Pu+1&Xk  J1 . So if
u+1=v, for each X, Y # I (17) holds via i=i(u). Now choose u, u$,
u+1<u$, such that i(u)=i(u$). Then (17) shows that the successor rela-
tion holds between PuI and Pu$+1I, i.e. u+1=u$+1, a contradiction. K
We now consider definability of classes of hh-simple sets based on the
ideal definability lemma alone, thereby giving an alternative way to define
quasimaximality. We need two facts.
Fact 1. If L*(A) is a boolean algebra, then there is a <"-isomorphism
3 : L*(A)  B*A , where B*A=[(R & A)*: R recursive].
Proof. Let 3(B*)=(R & A)*, where B=A _ R. Note that it takes an
oracle <" to find R from e such that B=We . Observe that B*A is a sub-
algebra of B*(A) containing R*(A). Thus we also obtain an isomorphism
of the lattice of 70k-ideals I of L*(A) (k3) onto the lattice of 7
0
k-ideals
I of B*A which contain R*(A). The ideal definability lemma now implies
that the 70k-ideals of L*(A) (k3 odd) are uniformly definable, because
I =[I ]id & B*A , where [I ]id is the (k-acceptable) ideal of B*(A) generated
by I .
Fix a hh-simple A as a parameter. We consider definability of ideals of
L*(A) with parameter A* in E*. If I is an ideal of L*(A), let A(I ) be the
ideal of L*(A) generated by the atoms of L*(A)I (i.e., L*(A)A(I ) is
the derivative of L*(A)I ).
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Fact 2. If I is an ideal of L*(A) which is definable in (E*, A*), then
so is A(I ). The formula defining A(I ) only depends on the formula defining
I, not on A.
Proof. If I in a 70k ideal (k3), then A(I ) must be 7
0
k+2 . So we can
define A(I ), as the least 70k+2 ideal of L*(A) which contains all elements
of I and all B*A* such that B*I is an atom in L*(A)I. This proves
Fact 2. K
Note that we can also express if A(I ) contains infinitely many atoms of
L*(A)I; this is the case iff A(I ) describes a nonprincipal ideal in
L*(A)I, i.e. if there is no B*A* such that, for each C*$A*,
C* # A(I )  C*B* 6 U* for some U* # I.
In the following theorem, (i) for n=1 gives an alternative first-order
definition of quasimaximality. In (ii), we refer to Ershov’s classification of
the completions of the theory of Boolean algebras, as presented in [CK 90,
Section 5.5].
4.3. Theorem. The following classes of hh-simple sets are definable:
(i) [A: the nth derivative of L*(A) is [0]]
(ii) [A : L*(A) < T], where T is any completion of the theory of
Boolean algebras except for the one with the characteristic m(T )= in the
notation of [CK 90].
Proof. (i) Let I A0 be the least ideal of L*(A), and for each n let
I An+1=A(I
A
n ). Then by Fact 2, there is a formula n which uniformly for
each A* defines I An in L*(A). So we can express that I
A
n =L*(A).
(ii) We leave to the reader.
5. NONCODING THEOREMS
Let the variable R range over finite classes of pairwise disjoint infinite
recursive sets. We use the variable X for tuples of recursive sets
(X0 , ..., Xn&1).
5.1. Theorem. For each formula .(X, Y ; P ), a number k can be effec-
tively found such that for each R such that |R|k and for each list of
parameters A , the relation
[(X, Y ) : X, Y # R7 E < .(X, Y ; A )]
is not a linear ordering of R.
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5.2. Corollary. If L*(A) is a Boolean algebra with infinitely many
atoms, then it is not possible to define, even with parameters, a linear ordering
on the atoms of L*(A).
Proof of the corollary. If F is a set of atoms and |F |=k, then for some
R, |R|=k, F=[A _ R*: R # R]. Hence, if (X, Y ; P ) defines a linear order
on the atoms, then .(X, Y ; P , A)#(X _ A, Y _ A ; P ) defines a linear
order on sets R of arbitrarily large cardinality. K
Proof of the theorem. Note that, if R, S and T=R _ S are infinite, then
E$E3 via the map
X [ (X & R, X & S, X & T ).
By a result of Feferman and Vaught [FV59], if A is a structure and
.(X 0, ..., Xn&1) is a formula in the language of A, then
a00 a
n&1





A < .:i (a
0
i , ..., a
n&1
i )
for some formulas .:i which only depend on . and can be found effectively
(this can be proved by induction on .). Now suppose .(X, Y ; P ) defines
a linear order <L on a set R. By the isomorphism E  E
3 above, an ele-
ment A # E corresponds to the vector
A & R
\A & S+ .A & T
Hence, if R, S # R, R{S, then
R<L S  
:=1, ..., r
(E(R) < .:0(R, <, P & R)
7 E(S) < .:1(<, S, P & S)
7 E(T ) < .:2(<, <, P & T)),
where T=R _ S and P & X=(P0 & X, ..., Pk&1 & X ). Note that ‘‘E(T ) <
.:2(<, <, P & T )’’ does not depend on the order of R, S. We say that
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R<L S via : if the disjunct corresponding to : holds. Now, we can com-
pute a number M such that for |R|M there exist : and A, B, C, D # R
such that A<L B<L C<L D and the ordering relations hold all via :. This
is verified by using Ramsey’s theorem: assign one of r possible colors to
[X, Y]R, X{Y, according to the minimum :r such that X<L Y or
Y<L X holds via :. For k=|R| large enough, there exists a homogeneous
set F for this coloring of cardinality 4. Since either X<L Y or Y<L X for
each X, Y # R, X{Y, there must be : such that for X, Y # F
X<L Y  X<L Y via :.
Now let F=[A, B, C, D], A<L B<L C<L D. We show C<L B, a con-
tradiction. E(C) < .:0(C, <, P & C) holds since C<L D via :, and E(B) <
.:1(<, B, P & B) because A<L B via :. Finally E(B _ C) < .
:
2(<, <, P &
(B _ C)) is true since B<L C. This shows C<L B via :. K
5.3. Theorem (Harrington) (See also [Ho, N ta]). It is not possible to
code an infinite linear ordering in E without parameters.
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that there is an E-definable 2n-ary
relation L which is a linear preordering on E
n such that the equivalence
relation X #L Y  X L Y L X has infinitely many equivalence classes.
We say that a recursive set R supports A if AR or R A. R supports
(A0 , ..., An&1) if R supports each set Ai . Let C=[R : |R|=|R |=].
5.3. Lemma. For each tuple A =(A0 , ..., An&1) of sets there exists R # C
such that R supports A .
Proof. We say that S co-supports A if S supports A, i.e. SA or AS .
This notion is closed downwards in S. We define inductively sets Sk # C
co-supporting A0 , ..., Ak . Then R=S n&1 is as required.
Let S0 be a set in C which is a subset of A0 if A0 is infinite and of A 0
else. If k<n&1 and Sk & Ak+1 is infinite let Sk+1 # C be a recursive subset
of Sk & Ak+1 . Else let Sk+1=Sk&Ak+1. K
We now derive an effective bound on |En#L | (depending on the defin-
ing formula for L). First we show that each equivalence class of #L is
large in the following sense: for each A # En
(\S # C)(_B #L A )[S supports B ]. (18)
Fix R # C supporting A , and let S # C be arbitrary. First suppose that
R & S=<, and let ? be a recursive permutation of order 2 which
exchanges R and S and is the identity on R _ S. Let Bi=?(Ai) (i<n).
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Then S supports B . Now A L B is equivalent to B =?(A )L ?(B )=A ,
since L is definable. So A #L B .
If R & S is finite, proceed as above, replacing S by S&R. Then B is sup-
ported by S&R and, hence, by S. If R & S is infinite, obtain first B 0 #L A
supported by R and then B #L B 0 supported by R & S. Then B #L A and
B is supported by S.
Suppose |En#L |p. We derive a bound on p. By (18), let
S0 , ..., Sp&1 # C be pairwise disjoint sets and let B i, i<p, be n-tuples of
recursive sets supported by Si such that
B 0<L } } } <L B p&1.
If a tuple X =(X0 , ..., Xn&1) is supported by S, we assign a signature
; # [0, 1]n to (X , S) by ;(k)=0  Xk S (k<n). Fix an arbitrary number
q. If p2nq, then there is a subsequence (A j, Rj) j<q of (B i, Si) i<p such that
all (A i, Ri) have the same signature ;. Let
Ak= .
j<q
(A jk & Rj) (k<n).
We show that the parameters A0 , ..., An&1 can be used to define in a first-
order way a linear order on [R0 , ..., Rq&1]. Clearly one can decode each
A j in a uniform first-order way from Rj and this list of parameters, because
A jk=Ak & Rj if ;(k)=0 and A
j
k=(Ak & Rj) _ R j if ;(k)=1. Thus for the
formula (R, S ; A0 , ..., An&1) expressing C <L D , where Ck is Ak & R if
;(k)=0 and (Ak & R) _ R else, and Dk is Ak & S if ;(k)=0 and
(Ak & S) _ S else,
(Ri , Rj ; A0 , ..., An&1)  A i<L A j,
so  defines a linear order on [R0 , ..., Rq&1] with the parameters
A0 , ..., An&1. By Theorem 5.1, this gives an effective bound on q depending
on  (where  was obtained in an effective way from , and ;, but did not
depend on q). Hence, |En#L | cannot exceed 2n times this bound. Since we
can take the maximum over all possible ;, we effectively obtain a bound
which only depends on ,. K
5.5. Corollary. The following relations are not definable in E:
(i) [(A, B) : n(A)n(B)]
(ii) [(A, B) : |A||B|].
Proof. Definability would enable us to code (|, ) on equivalence
classes. K
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Let ArB denote that A is automorphic to B in E. Soare [So 74] proves
that, for quasimaximal A, B,
ArB  n(A)=n(B).
Therefore,
n(A)n(B)  (_B$)[BB$ 7B$rA].
In fact, the automorphism involved can be represented by a 703 map on
indices.
5.6. Corollary. The following relations (which are =* invariant) are
nondefinable in E:
(i) ArB
(ii) ArB via a 703 automorphism
(iii) L*(A)$L*(B).
Proof. Definability of either one of the relations, together with
Theorem 4.2, would imply the definability of
[(A, B) : A, B quasimaximal 7 n(A)n(B)].
so (|, ) could be coded in E without parameters. K
APPENDIX: PROOF OF HARRINGTON’S IDEAL
DEFINABILITY LEMMA
Recall that for n=1
.1(X ; A, C)#XC&A 7 (_RA)[XC _ R]
and that if C =(C0 , ..., Cn&1),
.n+1(X ; A, C , Cn)#XC&A
7 (_RA rec)(\SA&R rec)
_.n(X & S & Cn ; Cn , C ).
Lemma 1. If A is r.e. and I is a 3-acceptable ideal of B(A), then there
is CA such that for X # B(A),
X # I  XC _ R for some recursive RA.
Hence .1 defines precisely the 3-acceptable ideals.
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Proof of Lemma 1. Step 1. Uniformly in an index of a subset Z of A
we can obtain a pair of disjoint sets S, T such that
v SAS _ T
v Z=A O S _ T=|
v Z{A O T finite.
So, if Z{A, S=* A.
Proof. Let
S=[a : (_s)[a # As 7 Aa 3 Zs]]
T=[b : (_s)[Ab Zs 7 b  As&1]].
(Intuitively speaking, S contains those elements which are enumerated late,
and T those which are enumerated early.) We verify the required properties
of S, T. For instance, to show S & T=<, suppose b # T via a witness s. If
b # At , where ts is minimal, then Ab Zs Zt ; therefore b  S. The
verifications of the other properties are left to the reader.
Step 2. If a class H of splitting components of A is given s.t. ‘‘Wi # H ’’
is 703 , then clearly, one can obtain u.r.e. sequences (Xi , Yi) of pairs of dis-
joint subsets of A such that We # H  _iWe=Xi , and Xi _ Yi=A or
Xi _ Yi is finite.
Apply this to H=I to obtain the sequences (Xi), (Yi), and also to
H=B(A) to obtain (Ui), (Vi). Now apply Step 1 to Zi=Xi _ Yi to obtain
sequences (Si , Ti), and to Zi=Ui _ Vi to obtain (S i , T i). Note that
A=* (Xi _ Si) _ (Yi & Ti)
and also
A=* (Vj _ S j) _ (Uj & T j)
since Si=*A if Xi _ Yi is finite and Si _ Ti=| else. Thus, at the cost of
changing Xi and Yi on a recursive subset of A, we have achieved that their
union always is almost equal to A. Observe that, in the above, Vj (not Uj)
plays the role similar to the role of Xi .
Step 3. Let
P js=((Vj _ S j) _ (Uj & T j))[s] & ,
i j
(Xi _ Si _ (Yi & Ti))[s]
Note that P j=* A. A&Pj can be viewed as a set of ‘‘exceptions.’’
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Let _ js(a)=[k j : a # Xk, s] and \
j
s(a)=[k j : a # Yk & Tk] be the
j-states of A w.r.t. (Xk) and (Yk & Tk).
Step 4. Now let C0=<, and let
Cs+1=Cs _ [a : (_is)[a # Xi, s
7 (\j<i)[a # P js (a)
7 (a # Vj, s _ S j, s (b)








7 b # Uj, s & T j, s])]]].
Condition (a) only keeps finitely elements from Xi out of C. The conditions
can be explained as follows: for each j<i, if (b) fails, then a # Uj, s & T j, s by
definition of P js , in which case we allow a into C only if there is a b<a
with similar properties which is not in C.
For fixed i and each j<i, there are only finitely many such types of
elements, so almost all elements of Xi will be enumerated into C. This
implies that I is included in the ideal of elements X satisfying .1(X, A, C),
as we verify now.
Claim 1. For each i, Xi *C.
Proof of Claim 1. For any i, j, j<i P j=* A, so (a) only holds back
finitely many elements from Xi . Moreover, for a.e. a there is b<a which
behaves the same way with respect to membership in finitely many given
sets, so _ j (a)=_ j (b), \ j (a)=\ j (b), and a # Uj & T j W b # Uj & T j . Thus,
for all j<i and a.e. a, if (b) fails, then a # Uj & T j and (c) must hold. Thus
Xi * C.
Claim 2. Suppose UC&A. If UC, then U # I.
Claim 1 and Claim 2 will establish the lemma: if .3(X, A, C) holds then
U=X&SC for some recursive SA, so X&S # I, so X # I since
R(A)I.
Proof of Claim 2. Let U=Uj , where Uj _ Vj=A. We show U*
X0 _ } } } _ Xj _ R for some recursive RA: let
F=[k j ; Xk _ Yk {A],
G=[0, ..., j]&F,
R=\ .k # G Sk+_ S j .
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Then RA. Assume for a contradiction that Uj 3 * X0 _ } } } _ Xj _ R. We
show Uj 3 C, contrary to our assumption.
If k # F, then Xk is finite. Let t be such that Xk, t=Xk for k # F, and let
a=min(Uj&(X0 _ } } } _ Xj _ R _ Ct)). We show a  C. Else, suppose
a # Cs+1&Cs (st). Then a # Xi, s , where j<i and is. Since a # Uj&S j ,
the alternative (c) must hold for j via some b<a.
We show that b could replace a, contrary to the minimality of a. Since
b # Uj & T j , b # Uj&S j . Because _ js(a)=_
j
s(b) for k # F, b  Xk, s . Hence
b  Xk for k # F. Finally, we use \ js(a)=\
j
s(b) to show b  Xk for k # G. Since
a  Xk _ Sk and k # G, a # Yk & Tk . Moreover, because j<i, a # P js , so
already a # Yk, s & Tk, s . Now \ js(a)=\
j
s(b) implies b # Yk, s & Tk, s , so b 
Xk _ Sk . Finally b  Cs , so b  Ct . All this implies that b # U j&(X0 _ } } }
_ Xj _ R _ Ct). K
Recall B is a small subset of A, denoted B/sA, if BA and
(\U, V )[U & (A&B)* V O (U&A) _ V r.e.].
For completeness’ sake we verify the following well-known facts.
Lemma 2. (1) If B/sA, then each YC&A such that Y* B is recursive.
(2) If B/s A, B/m A, and the set XC&A is nonrecursive, then X&B
is non-r.e.
Proof. (1) Let U=|, V=A&Y. Then U & (A&B)=* A&B* V,
so A _ V=Y is r.e.
(2) If X&B is r.e., then Y :=X & BC&A, because A&(X & B)=
(A&X ) _ (X&B).
So by (i), X & B is recursive. Since X is nonrecursive, X&B is nonrecur-
sive, so we can choose an infinite recursive RX&B. This contradicts
B/m A.
Lemma 3. Let A be nonrecursive. Then there is CA such that (\XC&A
nonrecursive) (_TX recursive) [T & C nonrecursive]. A strictly increasing
recursive sequence b0<b1 / } } } such that T=[bi : i # |] can be obtained
uniformly in (an index for) X. We write T=TX .
Proof. Let B/smA. By an infinitary version of the proof of the Friedberg
splitting theorem, in [So87], obtain a u.r.e. partition (Pk) of B such that
(\W )(\k)[W&B nonrecursive O W&Pk nonrecursive]. (1)
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Let C= [Pn : n # K]. We claim that C is the desired set. First we show
that for each k and each nonrecursive XC&A, X & Pk is infinite. By
Lemma 2, X&B is non-r.e. So, by (1), X&Pk is non-r.e., so X & Pk must
be infinite.
Now define TX=[b0 , b1 , ...], where (bk) is an effective strictly increasing
sequence and bk # X & Pk . To do so, by induction over k, enumerate
X & Pk until a new element is found. If X is nonrecursive, then TX will be
an infinite recursive subset of X. Moreover, TX & C#1 K, so TX & C is
nonrecursive. K
We now give a lemma on how to approximate 703 sets.
Lemma 4. If P is a 703 set, then there is a u.r.e. sequence (Zi) such that
Zi [0, ..., i] and
(a) (\b # P) (a.e. i) [b # Zi]
(b) (_i)[Zi P].
Remark. If b  P, then b  Zi infinitely many i, so b # P  (almost
every i) b # Zi . Note that the right-hand side is in 703-form.
Proof. We first assume that P is a 702 and show that there exist a
sequence (Yi) of strong indices for finite sets with the properties required
in the lemma (this was first proved by Jockusch). For the general case, we
will relativize this to <$.
If P is 702 , then there is an r.e. set C such that P=[(x)0 : x # C ]. Choose
a recursive sequence of strong indices for sets Ci [0, ..., i] such that
C= Ci . Let d(i)=min(Ci+1&Ci) if Ci+1&Ci {< and d(i)=i+1 else.
Note that at most two arguments for the map d can yield the same value.
Let Zi be a strong index for
[c<d(i) : c  Ci].
Then a  C O a # Zi for almost every i and, if j is a nondeficiency state, i.e.
d( j)=min[d(i) : i j],
then Zj C . Now let
Yi=[(x)0 : x # Zi].
Then Yi [0, ..., i] (because this holds for Zi). For (a), if b # P, say b=(c)0
for c # C , then b # Yi whenever di>c, so for almost every i, b # Yi . For (b),
note that Yi P whenever Zi C .
Now suppose P is 703 . By relativizing the 7
0
2 case to <$, obtain a
202-sequence of string indices for finite sets Yi [0, ..., i] such that (a) and
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(b) hold for (Yi) in place of (Zi). By the limit lemma [So 87], there is a
recursive array of strong indices (Yi, k) such that for each i and for almost
every k, Yi, k=Yi . Let
Y*(i, k)=[0, ..., i] & .
tk
Yi, t ,
and let f be a 11 recursive functions such that
rg( f )=[(i, k) : k=0 6Yi, k {Yi, k&1].
Note that, for each i, there are only finitely many j such that ( f ( j))0=i.
We claim that Zj=Y*f ( j) & [0, ..., j] is the desired u.r.e. sequence. For (a),
if b # P, then for almost every i, b # Yi . Since Yi=Y*i, k for almost every k,
by the above property of f, b # Zj for almost every j.
For (b), if i is such that Yi B and s is maximal such that s=0 or
Yi, s&1 {Yi, s , the, for j such that f ( j)=(i, s) , Zj=Yi B (recall that
Yi [0, ..., i]). Therefore Zj B for infinitely many j.
We are now ready to carry out the inductive step in the proof of the
ideal definability lemma. We actually show the following: if m2 and I is
an (m+3)-acceptable ideal of B(A), then there is a nonrecursive CA
and an (m+1)-acceptable ideal J of B(C) such that for each UC&A
U # I  (_RA)(\SA&R)[U & S & R # J]. (2)
Let P=[e : Ue # I] (recall (Ue) is an enumeration of the halfs of splittings
of A). By applying Lemma 4 relativized to <(m), we obtain a sequence of
sets (Zi) which are uniformly 70m+1 such that Zi [0, ..., i] and
Ue # I  (a.e. i)(e # Zi] (a$)
(_i)(\e # Zi)[Ue # I]. (b$)
Let CA be the set obtained by Lemma 3. Moreover let B(A) i be the
Boolean algebra generated by [Ue : ei] (assume B(A) 0=[<, A]).
Claim. There is a <"-sequence (Si) i # | of (indices for) recursive subsets
of A such that the Si are pairwise disjoint, (\RA)(_i)[RS0 _ ... _ Si]
and
(\i)(\V # B(A)i)[V nonrecursive O V & Si & C nonrecursive].
Then we will define J essentially as the ideal on B(C) generated by the
intersections Ue & Si & C, where e # Zi . Let (Ri) be a <"-listing of (indices
for) recursive sets of R(A).
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Proof of the claim. Let S0=< and, if S i=S0 _ } } } _ Si ,
Si+1=(Ri&S i) _ [TV&S i : V # B(A) i+1].
Then Ri S0 _ } } } _ Si+1. Moreover, if V # B(A)i+1 is nonrecursive,
then, by Lemma 3, TV&S i & C is nonrecursive (where TV&S i V), so, since
Si+1 recursively splits into TV&S i and Si+1&TV, S i , V & Si+1 & C must be
nonrecursive.
Let J be the ideal of B(C) generated by R(C) and [Ue & Si & C : e # Zi].
Since m2, the relation ‘‘e # Zi ’’ is 70m+1 and (Si) is a <" sequence of
(indices for) recursive sets, J is an (m+1)-acceptable ideal. It remains to
verify (2). Suppose U=Ue~ .
( O ) If Ue~ # I, choose i0 such that e # Zi for all i>i0 . We claim that
R=S0 _ ... _ Si0 is a witness for the right-hand side in (2). If SA&R,
then SSi0+1 _ } } } _ Sj for some j>i0 . Now Ue~ & Si & C # J for any
i>i0 so, Ue~ & S & C # J.
( o ) Suppose Ue~  I. Given any RA, choose k such that
RS0 _ } } } _ Sk . By (b$), there is an i>k such that Zi [e : Ue # I], and
also Ue~ # B(A) i . We show that Si is a counterexample to the right-hand
side in (2), i.e. Ue~ & Si & C  J. Let V=Ue~ &e # Zi Ue . Since Ue~  I, V is a
nonrecursive element of B(A)i . So V & Si & C is not recursive by the
claim above. But, if Ue~ & Si & C # J, then, by the disjointness of the sets
(Sj),
Ue~ & Si & CT _ \ .e # Zi Ue & Si & C+
for some recursive subset T of C. So V & Si & C is recursive as a split of C
which is contained in the recursive subset T of C.
This concludes the proof of the ideal definability lemma.
Note added in proof (497). In [N ta1] an alternative way is described
to show uniform definability of 3-acceptable ideals of B(A). Choose
D/smA. If I is 703 -ideal of B(A), then there is C, D*C*A such that
I=[XC&A : X & C*D]. The proof of this is simpler than the proof of
Lemma 1 above.
In a forthcoming book [N ta3], the second author introduces a sim-
plified coding configuration and uses it to show that the 66 -theory of E*
as a lattice is undecidable.
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